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Abstract—Most consumer digital cameras use a single light
sensor which captures color information using a color filter array
(CFA). This produces a mosaic image, where each pixel location
contains a sample of only one of three colors, either red, green
or blue. The two missing colors at each pixel location must be
interpolated from the surrounding samples in a process called
demosaicking. The conventional approach to compressing video
captured with these devices is to first perform demosaicking
and then compress the resulting full-color video using standard
methods. In this paper two methods for compressing CFA video
prior to demosaicking are proposed. In our first method, the CFA
video is directly compressed with the H.264 video coding standard
in 4:2:2 sampling mode. Our second method uses a modified
version of H.264, where motion compensation is altered to take
advantage of the properties of CFA data. Simulations show both
proposed methods give better compression efficiency than the
demosaick-first approach at high bit rates, and thus are suitable
for applications, such as digital camcorders, where high quality
video is required.

Index Terms—Bayer pattern, color demosaicking, H264/AVC,
single-sensor digital video cameras, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOST commercial digital cameras use a single light
sensor which is monochromatic in nature. In order to

capture RGB color information, a color filter array (CFA) is
used, which produces a mosaic image where each pixel location
contains either a red, green or blue sample. The Bayer pattern
CFA [1] is commonly used, which captures pixels in groups of
four; each group containing two green, one red and one blue
sample (Fig. 1). More green samples are captured than red or
blue because the human visual system is more sensitive to the
green portion of the light spectrum. Other CFA patterns are
possible [2] but the Bayer pattern is considered here due to its
commercial importance.

In order to form a full color image or video from CFA data,
the color data is interpolated in a process called demosaicking
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Fig. 1. Bayer pattern CFA.

[3]–[9]. The process of demosaicking still images has been
extensively studied. For a comprehensive literate review we
refer the reader to [3]. Advanced demosaicking methods use
techniques such as edge detection and spectral models to re-
duce false-color artifacts that are common in interpolated CFA
images.

When video is captured with a CFA, demosaicking is usually
done on each frame independently. However recent work has
explored using motion estimation (ME) to improve performance
when demosaicking is performed on a video [10], [11]. Through
ME, captured samples from other frames can be used to enhance
the estimates for missing pixels in each frame; i.e., temporal
correlation between frames is exploited in the demosaicking
process. In [10], the final value for each missing pixel is ob-
tained by combining an estimate obtained through conventional
single frame demosaicking with an estimate obtained through
ME. In [11], a video demosaicking method is proposed where
multiple estimates for each missing pixel are obtained through
ME, each estimate being obtained from a different frame. These
estimates are adaptively combined to generate the final value for
each missing pixel.

Another important processing stage in digital cameras is data
compression, where redundancies are removed from the data in
order to reduce storage requirements. Compression techniques
can be classified as either lossy or lossless. In lossless compres-
sion, the original data is restored exactly after decompression.
Lossy compression achieves much greater compression ratios
by allowing some amount of distortion in the decompressed
data. The main goal of lossy compression is to maximize the
quality achieved at a given bit rate, or equivalently, minimize
the bit rate needed to achieve a given level of quality.

Still image compression removes spatial redundancies within
an image, often by taking the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
of blocks of pixels and coding the transform coefficients. Video
compression attempts to remove redundancies both within a
single frame and between frames. A key technique used in major
video coding standards is motion compensation (MC). When
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Fig. 2. Flow diagram of CFA compression schemes. (a) Traditional demosaick- first approach. (b) Method with compression prior to demosaicking.

MC is used, some frames are coded by predicting the frame
from previously coded frames, and storing the difference image
between the actual frame and the prediction. Such frames are
called P-frames. MC involves dividing a frame into blocks and
estimating and coding a displacement vector for each block. The
displacement vector tells the decoder which block in previously
coded reference frame to use as a prediction. Using the displace-
ment vector the decoder can form the same prediction for the
block, and by adding the difference image to the prediction the
original frame can be restored.

The conventional approach to compressing CFA data (still
image or video) is to first perform demosaicking and then com-
press the resulting full color data [Fig. 2(a)]. This approach is
sub-optimal because the amount of data is expanded by a factor
of three in the demosaicking stage, which increases the com-
pression processing time and introduces redundancy that the
compression stage must remove. To avoid these problems, com-
pression can be carried out on the CFA data prior to demo-
saicking [Fig. 2(b)] [12]–[19].

A few papers have been written on lossy compression of CFA
still image data, with the goal being to provide better quality
at the same bit rate than the conventional demosaick-first
approach, allowing the camera to either store higher quality
images, or reduce storage requirements while maintaining the
same quality. In [12], Lee and Ortega propose a method starting
with a modified YCbCr color space conversion performed on
each group of four Bayer pattern samples. This produces a
luma sample at each green pixel location and a chroma sample
at each red or blue location. The Cb and Cr samples are put into
separate arrays and compressed with JPEG. The luma samples
are rotated 45 to form a rhombus shape, and then compressed
with a modified JPEG algorithm.

In [13], Koh et al. propose two techniques for compressing
CFA still image data. Both consist of an YCbCr color space
conversion (as in [12]), followed by forming rectangular ar-
rays out of the luma and chroma data which are then com-
pressed with JPEG. After the YCbCr conversion, the luma sam-
ples are arranged in the shape of the green samples in the Bayer
pattern [Fig. 3(a)]. The structure conversion method consists
of merging every two columns of luma samples into a single
column [Fig. 3(b)]. The structure separation method involves
separating the even column and odd column luma samples into
two distinct rectangular arrays [Fig. 3(c)]. The structure conver-
sion method requires altering the relative positioning of the even
and odd column samples, which distorts the image slightly. The
structure separation method avoids the image distortion problem
by downsampling the even column and odd column samples into
separate arrays; however, it does not exploit the correlation be-
tween the two resulting arrays.

Fig. 3. Pixel rearranging methods in [13]. (a) Original arrangment of luma sam-
ples. (b) Structure conversion. (c) Structure separation.

Other lossy compression methods for CFA still images in-
volve techniques such as sub-band coding [14], and vector quan-
tization of groups of CFA pixels [15].

A number of techniques for lossless compression of CFA
still image have been proposed. These include using structure
arrangements proposed in [13] followed by compression with
JPEG-LS [16], and an integer wavelet transform method [17].
A real-time system for lossless compression of CFA video is
presented in [18], which uses the structure separation method
from [13] together with simple MC and entropy coding.

The only work that addresses the issue of lossy compression
of CFA video data is presented in [19]. In that paper, the Bayer
pattern data is split into three separate arrays of green, red and
blue pixels using the structure conversion method of [13]. These
three arrays are compressed with a custom MPEG-2 like video
coding scheme. A custom video coding scheme was developed
because no major video coding can compress data where one
color channel (green) has twice the vertical size and the same
horizontal size as the other two colors (red and blue). The mo-
tion vectors from the green channel are used on the red and
blue channels (with appropriate downsampling and scaling), to
avoid the need for calculating and encoding three sets of mo-
tion vectors. An IBBPBBPBBPBB group of pictures structure is
used, with JPEG compression used to compress the I-frames and
residual for P– and B-frames. This method has poor P-frame and
B-frame performance because CFA data generally contains se-
vere aliasing, resulting in reduced temporal correlation (aliasing
in CFA data is discussed in Section II of this paper).

In this paper two new methods are proposed for compressing
CFA video data, one using the H.264 video coding standard
and one using a modified version of the H.264. H.264 is the
latest major video coding standard and it provides significant
improvements in coding efficiency over previous standards
such as MPEG-2. Basing our methods on H.264 allows us to
exploit the latest powerful video coding tools. Our first pro-
posed method compresses the CFA video with standard H.264
and achieves better quality (measured with mean-square error)
than the demosaick-first approach at high bit rates. Our second
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Fig. 4. Four successive frames of red Bayer pattern data, illustrating the affect
of aliasing and the low correlation between frames.

method further increases compression efficiency by introducing
a modified MC scheme into H.264, alleviating problems that
arise due to aliasing in the CFA data. Both methods are suitable
for devices such as digital camcorders where video is encoded
with high quality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
aliasing in CFA data and its negative effect on video coding
is discussed, providing the motivation for a key part of the
proposed method. The proposed methods for compressing
CFA video data are described in Section III. Simulation results
showing the performance our methods relative to the conven-
tional demosaick-first approach are presented in Section IV,
along with a comparison of the complexity the different ap-
proaches. Conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. IMPACT OF ALIASING ON CFA VIDEO CODING

Aliasing in video has been shown to negatively impact the
coding of P-frames [20]. If there is movement between frames
the effect of aliasing will be different in each frame. This results
in lower correlation between frames, and hence large P-frame
size. The negative effect of aliasing can be reduced by using
sub-pel accurate motion vectors together with adaptive inter-
polation filters [21].

CFA data can contain severe aliasing [22]. Single sensor cam-
eras usually use an optical filter to limit aliasing [23]. When se-
lecting how much filtering to use, there is a tradeoff between
limiting aliasing and capturing fine image detail. Furthermore,
since the Bayer pattern contains more green samples than red or
blue, different amounts of filtering are needed to limit aliasing
in the different colors. If enough filtering were used so that there
was little aliasing in the red and blue channels, then significant
detail would be lost from the green channel which is undesir-
able, and defeats the purpose of sampling green at a higher rate
than red or blue.

An assumption sometimes made in demosaicking research is
that enough optical filtering is done so that if a full color image
were captured, it would contain negligible aliasing, however
sampling with the Bayer CFA introduces aliasing [24]. Other
work makes the assumption that significant aliasing occurs in
the red and blue channels, but not in the green [5], [8].

The effect of aliasing in CFA video is illustrated in Fig. 4,
which shows a portion of four successive frames of red Bayer
pattern data. The calendar that covers the left portion of each
frame is moving vertically. Notice how the moving portion, es-
pecially the number “3”, looks considerably different in each
frame due to aliasing.

Advanced demosaicking algorithms reduce the effects of
aliasing in each color channel by using information from the
other color channels [5], [8], [10], [11]. An example of this is

Fig. 5. Four frames of red data in Fig. 4 after demosaicking.

shown in Fig. 5, which presents the four frames of red data in
Fig. 4 after demosaicking has been performed with the method
presented in [9]. Demosaicking increases the amount of red
data by a factor of four, so the frames in Fig. 5 are bigger than
in Fig. 4. We observe that there is considerably more temporal
correlation in the frames after demosaicking than there is in
the original CFA data. Since each CFA frame is a subset of
the corresponding demosaicked frame, the CFA frames can
be effectively predicted from the demosaicked versions of the
other frames.

III. PROPOSED METHODS

Both of our proposed methods involve dividing the CFA data
into separate arrays of green, blue and red data, which are com-
pressed in 4:2:2 sampling mode. In our first method, standard
H.264 is used for compressing the arrays of red, green and blue.
In our second method, a modified MC scheme is also applied,
where demosaicking is performed on the reference frames
within the encoder and decoder to reduce the negative effects of
aliasing on P-frames. The method of creating rectangular arrays
of each color and arranging the data for compression with
H.264 is described in Section III-A. The modified MC scheme
used in our second method is described in Section III-B.

A. Pixel Rearranging

Most video compression standards, including H.264, can only
compress video of rectangular shape, so in order to compress
the CFA data using H.264, the pixels must be rearranged into
rectangular arrays. The red and blue data are sampled in a rect-
angular manner, so they can easily be separated into arrays one
quarter the size of the Bayer data.

In [13], two options for creating rectangular arrays of quin-
cunx sampled data are proposed (Fig. 3). In [13], the methods
are applied to luma samples after a color space conversion; here
we apply them to the green samples directly without a color
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space conversion. If a frame of Bayer pattern data has dimen-
sions , the structure separation method involves sepa-
rating the green data into two arrays of size ,
one containing the even column samples and the other con-
taining the odd column samples [Fig. 3(c)]. Implementing this
method in a video codec would require extensive modification
to allow four channels to be compressed together rather than the
usual three. Also, downsampling the green data into two sepa-
rate channels introduces further aliasing in each channel (in ad-
dition to the aliasing introduced due to Bayer sampling the green
channel). In [13], a lowpass filter is applied to the green data
before downsampling to limit the aliasing. However, applying
lowpass filtering is undesirable since it removes high-frequency
detail which could be used when demosaicking is later applied
to the data.

The structure conversion method in [13] involves merging
the two green samples from every group of four Bayer pattern
samples into a single column, resulting in a green channel of
size . This method does not suffer from the aliasing
problems of the structure separation method, however the
merging process does distort the data somewhat [Fig. 3(b)]. In
[19], the structure conversion method is used for compressing
video, where they compress a green channel of size
together with red and blue channels of size .
Since the relative dimensions of the three color channels do not
correspond to any sampling scheme supported in major video
coding standards, a custom codec was used, where the motion
vectors from the green channel are reused on the red and blue
channels, with appropriate downsampling and scaling on the
motion vectors.

We proposed a different structure conversion method, where
the samples are merged into rows (Fig. 6). Let be the
value of the CFA data at spatial location within the image,
where donotes the row and the column. Let ,
and denote the arrays of red, green and blue data after
conversion to separate arrays. The color arrays can be expressed
in terms of the CFA data by the following equations:

even
odd

(1)

The array has dimensions , and
have dimensions . This approach allows

the data to be compressed in 4:2:2 sampling mode, with green
data in the luma channel and red and blue data in the chroma
channels. Since 4:2:2 sampling support was added to H.264
with the Fidelity Range Extensions (FRExt), the CFA data can
be compressed with H.264 achieving the same effect as in [19]
(reusing motion vectors from the green channel on the red and
blue data) without the need for a custom codec. Our first pro-
posed method simply consists of compressing the green, blue
and red arrays given by (1) with standard H.264.

B. Modified Motion Compensation

MC is the key technique that distinguishes video compression
from still image compression. In general, exploiting temporal

Fig. 6. Conversion from mosaic data into separate R, G, and B arrays.

correlation through ME/compensation is what distinguishes
video processing from still image processing. This is true for
both full colour data and CFA data; for example the CFA video
demosaicking methods in [10] and [11] employ ME to improve
the quality of the demosaicked video. To improve the perfor-
mance of our CFA video compression method, we modify the
way ME and MC is done based on the properties of CFA data.

As discussed in Section II, the aliasing introduced when sam-
pling with a CFA negatively effects P-frame coding. Also, sub-
pixel interpolation is a key factor in MC based video coding,
which is used in all recent video coding standards including
MPEG-2, H.263, and H.264. In all existing video coding stan-
dards when a reference frame is interpolated to allow sub-pixel
accurate MC, only information from the current colour channel
is used. In CFA data, the colour channels are sampled at different
spatial locations, and there is a high amount of correlation be-
tween the colour channels (spectral correlation). Consequently,
information from the other two colour channels can be used to
increase the accuracy of interpolation during the MC process.

In our second proposed method we minimize the problem of
aliasing in CFA data by performing demosaicking on the refer-
ence frames in the encoder and decoder for the purposes of MC.
Each P-frame of CFA data is predicted from the demosaicked
reference frames. The demosaicking process exploits correla-
tion between the colour channels, resulting in more accurate
interpolation between captured samples. This provides a better
prediction for the frame being coded and hence lowers the bit
rate.

In H.264, I- and P-frames are used for predicting other frames
of the video. After a frame has been encoded, it is decoded
within the encoder, and the decoded version of the frame is used
for prediction. In our method rather than directly using the de-
coded frame for prediction, demosaicking is first performed on
the decoded frame, and the demosaicked frame is used for pre-
diction. This increases the size of the green data by a factor of
two and the red and blue data by a factor of four. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 7(a), which shows a block of pixels from a de-
coded frame, and the block after demosaicking. The numbers in
Fig. 7(a) indicate the location of each of the original pixels in
the demosaicked frame and the unlabeled pixels are generated in
the demosaicking process. Any demosaicking method could be
used on the reference frames. The choice of a particular method
would depend on the application and the amount of complexity
that can be tolerated. Different demosaicking methods are eval-
uated for this purpose in Section IV-A.
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Fig. 7. (a) Performing demosaicking on a block of pixels from a reference frame. (b) Sampling the demosaicked reference frame to obtain a prediction for the
block when the motion vector is (1,0) in full pel units.

After demosaicking, all three color channels are up-sampled
by a factor of four in the horizontal and vertical directions to
support quarter pel accurate motion vectors. This is done using
the method defined in the H.264 standard for upsampling the lu-
minance channel (where a 6-tap FIR filter generates the half-pel
samples). RGB data has properties more similar to luma than
chroma, so the luma upsampling method is used to give better
performance.

In the H.264 reference encoder, ME is done on the luma
channel. When ME is performed on RGB data, the green
channel is usually used [10], [11], since the green data is more
high correlated with luma than red or blue. So in our second
proposed method, ME is done on the green channel. Consider
a green pixel at location in a CFA frame. After demo-
saicking, this pixel will be located at position in the
demosaicked frame if is even and position if

is odd (Fig. 7(a)). Let denote the set of coordinates of the
green pixels within a block in the CFA data. A motion vector

is calculated for the block by minimizing the sum of
absolute differences (SAD) given by

even
odd

(2)

where is the demosaicked reference frame being
used for prediction. Note that in (2), the demosaicked reference
frame is being sampled with shape of the green data in the
Bayer pattern, with the motion vector controlling the relative
position of the sampling. After a full pel motion vector has
been found with (2), the motion vector is refined to quarter pel
accuracy, as is done in the H.264 reference encoder.

In our method, the motion vectors calculated from the green
channel are also used on the red and blue channels. A red pixel

at location will be moved to after demo-
saicking, and a blue pixel at will be moved to

. In order to obtain a prediction for a pixel in a CFA frame
using MC, the motion vector calculated is added to the corre-
sponding position of the pixel in the demosaicked frame, and the
demosaicked frame is sampled at that position. Let ,
and be the values of the demosaicked frame being
used for prediction, and the motion vector for a block of CFA
data be . Then the predictions for the CFA pixels in the
block will be:

even
odd

(3)

As an example, consider the task of predicting the 8 4 block
of CFA pixels in Fig. 7(a) in a future frame when the motion
vector is (1,0) in full pel units. Fig. 7(b) shows how the demo-
saicked frame is sampled to obtain a prediction for the block.
The white squares represent pixels that are obtained by edge
replication.

In summary, our MC scheme uses demosaicked versions of
reference frames to predict the CFA frame being coded. This
takes advantage of the increased temporal correlation of frames
after demosaicking has been performed, without the need for
compressing the larger demosaicked frames themselves.

IV. RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of our compression scheme two
videos from the SVT High Definition Test Set [25], CrowdRun
and OldTownCross, were used in our simulations (Fig. 8). The
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Fig. 8. Screenshots of the test videos, CrowdRun (left), and OldTownCross
(right).

CrowdRun sequence is a shot of hundreds of marathoners run-
ning through a park. It contains a high amount of motion due to
the runners and also slight camera motion. The OldTownCross
sequence is a aerial shot of a European city containing camera
motion. Both videos contain large amounts of fine detail (high
frequency image content).

These videos were digitized at a resolution of 3840 2160,
16 bits per (RGB) color plane, 50 fps. We downsampled and
cropped the videos to give 720 480, 8 bit RGB data at 25 fps.
This is the quality of video typically captured by consumer dig-
ital camcorders, our target application. CFA videos were ob-
tained by sampling the RGB videos with the Bayer pattern.

In all tests, 60 frames of each video were compressed, with
I-frames inserted every 15 frames. CABAC and B-frames were
disabled to lower the encoding complexity (these features are
not likely to be used in digital camcorders). In the ME process,
two reference frames were used and the search range was
integer pixels.

A. Demosaicking Algorithm Choice

Here we evaluate the effectiveness of different demosaicking
algorithms for use in our modified MC scheme.

Four different demosaicking algorithms were tested; bilinear
interpolation, an edge-sensing method by Hamilton and Adams
using Laplacian second order correction terms [4] (referred to
as Laplacian in this paper), the “Primary-Consistent Soft-De-
cision” (PCSD) [7] method by Wu and Zhang, and a state-of-
the-art method based on estimating luminance from the CFA
data [9]. These algorithms vary in complexity and the quality
of image they produce; bilinear interpolation has very low com-
plexity but gives the poorest image quality. Laplacian demo-
saicking is intermediate in both image quality and complexity.
PCSD gives higher image quality than Laplacian, but at much
greater computational cost. The luminance based method gives
the highest image quality (in terms of mean-square error), but
also has much higher complexity than Laplacian demosaicking.

Rate distortion curves obtained using different demosaicking
algorithms for MC are shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the CFA data is measured (as
opposed to measuring quality after demosaicking has been
performed). Results are shown for our proposed MC scheme
with each demosaicking algorithm, as well as compressing the
CFA video with a standard H.264 encoder in 4:2:2 sampling
mode (our first proposed method). The results for both videos
show there is substantial benefit in using our modified MC
scheme. The bit rate reduction for the CrowdRun sequence at
31.4 dB composite PSNR (CPSNR) is about 4%, 10%, 10%,

and 12% using bilinear, Laplacian, PCSD and luminance de-
mosaicking, respectively. Greater bit rate reduction is obtained
on the OldTownCross sequence, up to 15% using bilinear, 43%
using Laplacian, 44% using PCSD, and 48% using luminance
demosaicking.

These results show that the more advanced demosaicking
schemes provide significant bit rate reductions over simple
demosaicking (bilinear). This is expected, as simple bilinear
demosaicking does not take advantage of inter-color correlation
in the interpolation process. Laplacian demosaicking provides
bit rate reductions almost as great as the more complex PCSD
and luminance methods, making it well-suited for use in the
MC process in applications where the complexity should be
kept low.

B. Quality Comparison Against Demosaick-first Approach

In this section we compare our two methods against the
conventional demosaick-first approach. When comparing to
the demosaick-first approach, the quality of the final RGB
video, after both compression and demosaicking have been
performed, needs to be measured. The quality measure used
here is the CPSNR, which has been used in previous work on
compressing CFA data [13], [19]. The CPSNR is calculated as
the standard PSNR, but with the mean-square error evaluated
across the red, green and blue color channels. The CPSNR for
one frame of video with 8 bit data is given by

(4)

where denotes the color component (R, G, or B),
is the compressed video after demosaicking, and is
the reference video against which quality is measured. The ref-
erence is taken as the video obtained by demosaicking the CFA
data without any compression. Thus, the reference video repre-
sents the best quality that can be obtained from the CFA data
with a given demosaicking algorithm. The CPSNR for a video
is taken to be the average CPSNR of the frames in the video.

The proposed methods were compared against the conven-
tional demosaick-first approach. The demosaick-first results
were obtained by demosaicking the CFA data, converting from
RGB to YUV and compressing with standard H.264. Results
are presented for the demosaick-first approach using both YUV
4:2:0 and YUV 4:2:2 format during compression. Plots of
CPSNR versus bit rate for the two test videos are shown in
Fig. 10, using each of the demosaicking methods described
in the previous section of this paper. Regardless of the demo-
saicking method used, both proposed methods outperform the
conventional demosaick-first approach at high bit rates. This
is primarily because the proposed methods compress data one
third the raw size of the demosaick first approach.

At low bit rates the demosaick-first approach gives better re-
sults than our proposed methods. There are several reasons for
this. Demosaicked data has higher inter-pixel correlation than
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Fig. 9. Plots of PSNR (of the CFA data) versus bit rate.

CFA data, which makes transform coding more efficient. Cor-
relation between the RGB colour channels is exploited through
the use of the YUV transform when compressing full colour
demosaicked data, but not when compressing CFA data. Also,
highly compressing the CFA data removes detail necessary for
demosaicking, and may introduce blocking artifacts which are
interpreted as edges in the demosaicking process. Consequently
demosaicking does not work well on highly compressed data.
This problem obviously does not arise when demosaicking is
performed prior to compression. In spite of these issues, at low
compression ratios the smaller number of samples compressed
results in the proposed compress-first approaches giving better
performance.

The results obtained here (the compression first approach
being more efficient at high bit rates) mirror the results ob-
tained in an analysis of CFA still image compression in [26].
Analytical models for the quality of the demosaick-first and
compress-first processing chains are presented in [26] for the
case of JPEG and JPEG2000 based CFA image compression.
The compression error model used in that paper assumes
subband coding, which prevents the model there being directly
applicable to H.264 video compression (which is not subband
based). However, [26] still reveals some insight into the per-
formance of the two processing chains when applied to video
compression. A main conclusion in [26] is that the relative
performance of the processing chains (demosaick-first and
compression first) depends upon the coding gains of the trans-
form when applied to the demosaicked data and the CFA data.
The coding gain is higher for the demosaicked data, because
the demosaicked frames have more inter-pixel and inter-colour
correlation. At low bit rates the higher coding gain of the
transform on demosaicked frames results in the traditional
demosaick-first approach being superior, at high bit rates the
smaller input data size of the compression-first approach results
in it giving better performance. The situation is similar with
H.264 video compression; intra-prediction, MC and integer
transform perform better on the demosaicked data than the CFA
data, resulting in the demosaick-first approach being better at

high compression ratios. As is the case with still images, at low
compression ratios the smaller number of samples compressed
results in the compress-first approach being superior.

Comparing Method 2 (Modified MC) against Method 1
(standard H.264) gives the gain due to the proposed modified
MC scheme. For both videos there is significant bit rate reduc-
tion obtained by using the proposed MC, particularly in the
OldTownCross video which contains camera motion.

The graphs in Fig. 10 show that for the more advanced de-
mosaicking methods (PCSD, Luminance), the bit rate at which
the proposed methods outperform the demosaick-first approach
is higher. This is because the advanced demosaicking methods
are more sensitive to compression errors then the simple ones.
The advanced methods are much better at preserving fine detail
in images, if the detail has been corrupted in the compression
process the advanced demosaicking provides less benefit.
Consequently, the more advanced the demosaicking method
is, the more advantage there is to applying it to uncompressed
data. Using more advanced demosaicking also results in Pro-
posed Method 2 (modified MC) providing more benefit over
Method 1 (Fig. 10), because the more advanced demosaicking
methods provide better prediction in the MC process. It should
be noted that the main advantage of Method 1 is that it uses
standard H.264, which makes it easier to incorporate into new
applications.

C. Complexity

In the conventional demosaick-first approach, a video of size
is compressed, usually in YUV 4:2:0 format, resulting in

1.5MN total samples. In either of our proposed methods, a video
of size is compressed in 4:2:2 format, which requires
MN samples. Hence, our proposed methods require two-thirds
the number of samples to be compressed as the demosaick-first
approach. Although the input video size is smaller in our pro-
posed methods, the video will have more detail (high-frequency
image content) as each frame has effectively been downsampled
by a factor of two in the vertical direction.
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Fig. 10. Plots of CPSNR (measured after compression and demosaicking) versus bit rate obtained with different demosaicking methods. (a) Bilinear. (b) Laplacian
[4]. (c) PCSD [7]. (d) Luminance estimation [9].

The most computationally expensive operation of an H.264
video encoder is ME, which can account for about 65% of the
encoding time [27]. The complexity of ME varies greatly based
on the algorithm used. If a full-search is used, the complexity
of ME in either of our proposed methods will be about half
that of the demosaick-first approach, since the luma channel has
half the size. If a fast, content adaptive ME method is used, the
ME complexity reduction obtained by using our methods will
be variable. Other significant functions that contribute to en-
coder complexity are intra-prediction, interpolation, transform
and quantization, loop filtering and entropy encoding [27]. With
the exception of interpolation, the computational complexity of

these functions varies depending on the video content. Gener-
ally video with more detail requires more computations. For
these functions, our proposed methods will require fewer com-
putations than the demosaick-first approach, but not by a factor
of two-thirds since the smaller video will contain more detail.

The number of calculations for interpolation varies in our two
methods. In Method 1 (standard H.264), luma interpolation re-
quires half the number of computations of the demosaick-first
approach, and chroma interpolation requires the same number of
operations, due to the relative channel sizes. In Method 2 (Modi-
fied MC), the luma interpolation filter is applied to all of the red,
green and blue channels. Therefore, the same number of luma
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TABLE I
BIT RATE COMPARISON WITH METHOD IN [19]

interpolation calculations are required as in the demosaick-first
approach, because the combined size of the R, G, and B chan-
nels is the same as the size of the luma channel in the demo-
saick-first approach. However, no chroma interpolation calcula-
tions are required in Method 2. Therefore, fewer interpolations
operations are required in both proposed methods than in the
demosaick-first approach.

In Method 1 (using standard H.264), demosaicking does not
have to be performed at the encoder, which saves some compu-
tations relative to the demosaick-first approach. In Method 2, de-
mosaicking is performed at the encoder, so the same number of
demosaicking calculations are required as in the demosaick-first
approach.

The most time consuming operations in H.264 video de-
coding are loop filtering, interpolation, inverse transform and
quantization, and entropy decoding [28]. With the exception
of interpolation, the amount of computations required for
these operations is highly content and bit rate dependent. In
general, videos with more detail require more computations.
Hence, the amount of computations required for the loop filter,
inverse quantization and entropy decoding will be lower in
the proposed method due to the smaller frame size, but not
by a factor of two-thirds because the video will have more
detail. Our proposed methods will require two-thirds the
number of inverse transform calculations, because the amount
of calculations required to perform the inverse transform is
not content dependent. The relative number of interpolation
calculations is the same at the encoder and decoder; so our
proposed methods require fewer interpolation calculations than
the demosaick-first approach at the decoder as well. In either of
our proposed methods, the decoder will have to perform demo-
saicking, which it would not in the demosaick-first approach.
The decoder complexity of our proposed methods relative to
the demosaick-first approach will depend on the video coding
options used and the demosaicking algorithm.

On average, H.264 decoding of a QCIF sized frame
(176 144) requires 30-40 million RISC operations [29],
which corresponds to about 1200–1600 operations per pixel.
By comparison, the Laplacian demosaicking method in [4]
requires about 60 operations per pixel (the exact number will
be dependent on the hardware and software implementation
details). Hence, if a computationally efficient demosaicking
method is used, demosaicking will only take a small fraction,
around 4%–5%, of the decoding computations. This means that

both proposed methods will have lower decoder complexity
than the demosaick-first approach, due to the smaller frame
size of the encoded video.

D. Comparison to Method in [19]

In order to compare our proposed methods against the method
in [19], we use two standard test videos, foreman and carphone,
for which results are presented in [19]. These videos are QCIF
resolution (176 144) and sampled at 30 fps. Laplacian demo-
saicking is used in these tests to be consistent with [19]. Both
videos were compressed at three quality levels and the resulting
bit rates are summarized in Table I. The results for the method in
[19] are taken directly from that paper. Both of our methods give
much lower bit rates than the method in [19]. The bit rate reduc-
tions achieved relative to [19] range from 68% to 83% for our
first method using standard H.264, and from 76% to 90% for
our second method using modified MC. Because are methods
are based on H.264, which is a highly optimized, efficient video
coding standard, they achieve much better compression than the
custom built method in [19].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two methods are proposed for compressing
Bayer pattern CFA video prior to demosaicking. Our first
method involves separating the CFA data into arrays of green,
blue and red samples and compressing in 4:2:2 sampling
with standard H.264. In our second method, a modified MC
scheme is also used, where demosaicking is performed on
the references frames in the encoder and decoder in order
to alleviate problems due to aliasing in the CFA data. Both
proposed methods give better compression efficiency than the
conventional demosaick-first approach at high bit rates, and
much better performance than the only previously proposed
method for compressing CFA video prior to demosaicking.
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